Two Minutes With Todd

It was another week of choppy activity across most financial markets apart from commodities (again). US
small companies were ~flat while larger companies indices (both US and International) fell >2% each.

While we’ve been positive on natural gas companies, no one would have predicted the staggering
increase in gas prices so far in 2021. Commodities, once again, seem to be bucking the consensus
trend as countries migrate energy generation to renewable sources.

Despite elevated valuation and COVID uncertainty, North America and European merger and acquisition
volume has resumed its uptrend. Two observations: (1) M&A is supportive for public equity prices and
should be considered in valuation discussions, and (2) private equity sponsors driving incremental deals.
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Disclosures

Gratus Capital, LLC (Gratus) is a limited liability company that provides investment advisory services, financial
planning and other wealth management services to individuals and businesses. Gratus is an SEC registered
investment advisor and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Focus Financial Partners. Registration with the SEC does not
imply any level of skill or training. Our ADV documents are available upon request.
The information contained in this summary is for informational purposes only and contains proprietary information
that is subject to change without notice. Any opinions expressed are current as of the time made and subject to
change without notice.
Past performance is not indicative of any specific investment or future results. Views regarding the economy,
securities markets, or other specialized areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to be
accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Any information provided by Gratus regarding historical
market performance is for illustrative and educational purposes only. Clients or prospective clients should not
assume that their performance will equal or exceed historical market results and/or averages.
Gratus’ portfolio recommendations may differ from the date of this publication and implementation in a portfolio. The
information provided is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, investment, legal or tax advice. Nothing
contained herein should be construed as a recommendation or advice to purchase or sell any security, investment or
portfolio allocation. Any investment advice provided by Gratus is client-specific based on each client’s risk tolerance
and investment objectives.

If you have questions, please contact our team at: clientsupport@gratuscapital.com
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